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As his birth name reflects, Will Revo (short for "revolution") forges images and feelings with his music that go much deeper beyond the
surface of his songs. Inspired by literary classics like John Bunyan's "Pilgrims Progress" and the modern day fantasy novel series "The
Land of Elyon" by Patrick Carmen, the songwriting of Will Revo depicts an allegorical tale in some songs that touches the soul of those
who are truly listening. With songs like "Broken Wing" that tell the story of a wounded goose to "The Great Wave" written about the
Japan tsunami of 2011, Will's music ministers to a wide range of emotional wranglings such as the fear of abandonment and overcoming
unexpected, crushing circumstances. Even the love songs written for his wife can touch the listener's heart with an alternate implication
of God's passionate love for them. Combined with highly rhythmic beats, the occasional bluesy harp playing of Bob Gorton, and
soothing background vocals and instruments, Will Revo's music is an original blend of alternative folk rock that will bring you peace and
life that is so needed in the tumultuous world of today.

Combining his original guitar riffs with his live beats on his triple channel loop pedal, Will's live performances move your
feet and your soul. The lyrics of his original material as well as his repertoire of cover tunes reach out and touch the heart
of every listener with hope and courage. A licensed publisher and writer with ASCAP, Will hopes to write music for film
scores, and other performers looking for original material. Will also loves to use his gift to help needy benefit causes, to
raise awareness of humanitarian issues, and just to play to encourage any group of people down-and-out.
Will Revo's upcoming CD project "CHANGELINGS" will be available soon at shows and online. It will feature Bob
Gorton on blue's harp and Erika O'Connor's lovely background vocals.
Come be refreshed and experience the music, the passion of "Will Revo"....
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